
Royal Society visit 6 December 2022

I spotted an intriguing small free exhibition mentioned 
in the Royal Society’s blog, ‘Ruskin and the science of 
sight’, and pre-booking for groups was invited. When 
I emailed to book us in, the Library Manager Rupert 
Baker replied that he remembered our previous visit 
in 2016 (I didn’t!) and offered us a group tour of the 
Royal Society’s premises at 6–9 Carlton House Terrace 
first – so that’s where a group of Explorers headed in 
early December.

The Royal Society was founded in 1660, and moved 
to Carlton House Terrace in 1967 from Burlington 
House. A group of Explorers met up in the comfortable 

reception with its 
portrait of Charles 
II, who gave it its 
first Royal Charter. The Royal Mace, in a 
case below the portrait, had been formally 
shrouded in September, to mark the death of 
Queen Elizabeth II. Rupert Baker talked about 
the history of the Society as our group made 
its way through the main suite of reception 
rooms where portraits and sculptured busts 
of distinguished scientists were displayed 
– all members of the Royal Society. For 
more information and a clear timeline of 

the Society’s history and the distinguished scientists, including Wren, Newton, 
Franklin, Herschel and Darwin associated with it, go to www.royalsociety.org

The first three houses of Carlton House Terrace had been the pre-war German 
Embassy and were in a restrained style of architecture and decoration. But the 
last house included in the Society’s complex was in a completely different and 
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opulent style, as it had been decorated 
in the 1890s as a private house for 
Charles Henry Sanford, described 
on the Society’s website as being of 
‘somewhat ambiguous wealth’! Our 
group posed for a photograph at 
the top of the President’s Staircase, 
showing the mother-of-pearl ceiling 
typical of Sanford’s taste.

We then moved down to the Library, where 
some of the Society’s treasures had been 
brought out for us to see. They included the 
first Minute Books of the Society’s meetings 
(it was such a thrill to see famous signatures!), 
Boyle’s ‘to do’ list of scientific problems 
to be investigated, and a copy of Hooke’s 
Micrographia with its iconic engraving of a 
much-magnified flea. The collection also 
included the potato masher carved by 
Ernest Rutherford for his mother… One of 
Baker’s favourite books was also on view 
for us, a copy of an 1834 volume of beautiful 
coloured illustrations of toucans, part of a 
series of works by John Gould and his wife 
Elizabeth. The US artist Audubon’s books 
are probably better known but these surely 
rival them in quality.

After this fascinating insight, the group 
headed back to the lower floor where 
‘Ruskin and the science of sight’ was 
displayed; it was a small exhibition, part of a 
series about John Ruskin’s ideas in the age of 

science, co-curated by staff from the Society, Lancaster University and Brantwood 
(Ruskin’s former home in Coniston). 
Items on display came from the Society’s 
collections and Lancaster University’s 
Ruskin Whitehouse Collection, and as pre-
booked visitors, we were free to look round 
at our leisure. Our current reputation is as a 
‘fun, chatty and inquisitive group – the best 
kind to have’ according to Rupert Baker, 
so I think iU3A Explorers will be welcome 
back to the Royal Society any time!
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